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1976 – 1986 
On the road to oblivion

‘Money’s Too Tight To Mention’

BEFORE the mandatory wage cap and the feudal ‘retain and 
transfer’ system were removed in the early sixties, a talented, 
tactically astute ‘David’ – like Burnley or Ipswich Town – could 

defeat the richer, more fancied ‘Goliaths’ over the long, rugged haul 
of an English First Division football season  But even then money 
screamed  As with Ipswich’s championship in 1961/62, Burnley’s league 
title victory in 1959/60 was a triumph against the odds  Thereafter, 
those odds grew ever longer for a team like Burnley  Situated within 
a steep-sided secluded valley in a declining area, Burnley’s team, like 
its town, required more resources than it could muster by its own 
productivity to thrive  The abolition of the footballers’ maximum wage 
in 1961 not only disturbed the balance sheet, it also meant that the club 
could no longer rely upon attracting the best young talent  

That talent would go increasingly to the highest bidder  As a 
small-town club with limited means, greater efficiencies needed to be 
found while facing increasing competition from richer clubs  With the 
consumer boom of the late fifties unfolding, there were rival leisure 
attractions to contend with, too  And as that boom unravelled during 
the sixties with British manufacturing becoming less competitive 
leading to a worsening imbalance of trade, Burnley FC was forced to 
consider how it should market itself within the confines of a receding 
local economy  Its ‘sell to survive’ policy was born in this climate  
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Regrettably, that policy could only work while the club remained 
in the top flight and seen to give its talented youngsters an earlier 
opportunity to shine on the big stage  By so doing, Burnley could still 
hope to compete with and confound the more lucrative enticements 
offered by larger clubs  

However, it needed its youth policy to deliver at a consistently 
high rate of productivity to plug the gaps left by its departing stars  
By the mid-sixties Bob Lord, Burnley’s blunt, autocratic but canny and 
far-sighted chairman, had been forced to sell at least one of his stars 
each season at a high return to offset annual revenue losses and the 
wincing cost of ground improvements  Once the likes of John Connelly 
(£40,000), Gordon Harris (£70,000) Willie Morgan (£117,000), Ralph 
Coates (£190,000), Steve Kindon (£100,000), Brian O’Neil (£75,000), 
Dave Thomas (£165,000), Martin Dobson (£300,000) and Leighton 
James (£310,000) had departed the ‘sell to survive’ policy faltered  As 
Burnley’s bumper harvests of young talent withered, its team strength 
eroded and its support fell away  With the law of diminishing returns 
biting ever deeper into its prospects the club slid at first steadily, but 
then rapidly, towards that traumatic day in May 1987 

Relegation from the First Division in 1976 had been disastrous  To 
combat the fans’ swelling criticisms of his financial management, Bob 
Lord intemperately put the record straight in a match day magazine 
at the start of the following season  He announced that the club was 
£400,000 in debt (over £3 4m today), and losing approximately £4,000 
per week  The annual loss was revealed to be £146,871  Disaffected, 
Welsh wing wizard Leighton James, was sold to First Division 
champions Derby for a then club record fee of £310,000  This did little 
to allay the club’s bleak financial outlook, while ensuring its return to 
the Second Division  During the 1974/75 season, when Burnley made 
a bold bid for the First Division title, James had been responsible for 
around 40 per cent of his side’s goals, either directly or by assists  There 
were none remaining to fill the gaping gap he left  Tony Morley was 
signed from Preston in February 1976 for around £100,000, in the 
hope that this promising, young Third Division winger could replicate 
James’ magic  It was expecting too much, too soon  

Despite the economies made by the club following its demotion, 
in each of the three, largely unsuccessful seasons that followed, the 
club reported annual losses of over £100,000  Home attendances fell 
consistently below 10,000 at the start of the 1977/78 season, the lowest 
Turf Moor gates since the 1930s, and continued falling despite brief 
upturns in form and interest  Not even the lucrative sale of other young 
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stars such as Ray Hankin (£172,000) and Brian Flynn (£175,000) 
to Leeds, Terry Cochrane (£238,000) to Middlesbrough and Tony 
Morley (£200,000) to Aston Villa could halt, let alone reverse, the 
accumulating debt  

Burnley had established a long tradition of keeping its managerial 
appointments ‘within the family’  This uninterrupted succession had 
begun during the summer of 1954 when Burnley’s former stalwart 
centre half and captain, Alan Brown, was brought back to the club 
as manager  Brown had been a pivotal, craggy presence in Burnley’s 
‘iron curtain’ defence during the austere late forties  However, Brown 
was much more than an unyielding, morally censorious stopper  His 
coaching methods were innovative  His training drills placed greater 
emphasis upon skill improvement than upon muscular exercise  
Meanwhile, his tactical nous spawned an array of bewildering ‘dead 
ball’ ruses  It was Brown who established the groundwork for the 
Clarets’ later success, leading a group of first team players in digging 
the foundations and drains for the club’s new ‘state of the art’ training 
ground at Gawthorpe  When Brown moved to Sunderland in 1957, 
having fallen out with the overbearing Lord, he was succeeded by long-
serving player, trainer and physiotherapist, Billy Dougall  But Dougall 
remained in post for only five months before resigning because of poor 
health  Lord then turned to Burnley’s former inside forward Harry 
Potts who had played under Brown’s captaincy in the 1947 FA Cup 
final  

Building upon Brown’s inspirational management, the avuncular 
and ever-enthusiastic Potts led Burnley to Championship glory in 
May 1960  But with the sixties game becoming increasingly tactical 
and defensively-minded, in 1970 he was replaced as team manager by 
Jimmy Adamson, his astute coach, strategist and 1960 title-winning 
captain 

Although Adamson was unable to prevent Burnley’s relegation 
from the top flight in 1971, he master-minded a powerful return two 
years later  But while the family silver needed to be sold to keep the club 
afloat, team performances suffered  After a wretched run of league 
form and a stormy FA Cup defeat by Harry Potts’ Blackpool side, Lord 
asked for Adamson’s resignation in January 1976  Adamson’s assistant, 
Joe Brown, was invited to take over 

With Adamson’s hands prised away from the tiller, and both 
playing and financial resources dwindling, Joe Brown was left with 
only a poisoned chalice to hold aloft  Unable to halt Burnley’s perilous 
slide down Division Two, Lord brought back Harry Potts to replace 
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him in February 1977  Potts’ irrepressible positivity rubbed off on his 
downcast squad, prompting a rediscovery of self-belief and, having 
ushered in a more expansive playing style, relegation was finally 
averted in the season’s final home game with a fluent 3-1 victory over 
Notts County  

And yet, all was not well, as Potts’ side made a dismal start to the 
following season  Alarmed at the prospect of a further relegation, 
Lord allowed Potts to re-sign the burly, yet extraordinarily fast 
striker Steve Kindon who immediately ignited a formidable revival  
And with another returning star Leighton James joining him a 
year later, Burnley embarked upon a promising promotion bid, 
buoyed by its success in winning the Anglo-Scottish Cup  Alas, 
the Clarets’ performances began to splutter and ultimately stall in 
the exceptionally cold winter of 1979 which landed the club with a 
horrendous backlog of fixtures  Burnley’s upward momentum halted 
in that ‘winter of discontent’ 

This time there was to be no recovery  In October 1979, Harry 
Potts was sacked following his ageing team’s disastrous start to the new 
season whereupon Brian Miller was asked to take over, immediately 
replacing many of the ageing stars with the best of the club’s emerging 
home-grown talent  But despite some impressive performances over 
the Christmas period, relegation to the Third Division duly followed 
in May 1980  This represented Burnley’s lowest position in its 92-year 
membership of the Football League  The drop also entailed an annual 
deficit of £300,000, twice as much as had been lost in the 1977/78 
and 1978/79 seasons  By then, Bob Lord, the self-styled ‘John Bull’ 
of English football, was broken in health and spirit, his meat business 
apparently foundering  It seemed as if Lord’s once proud empire had 
been reduced to ruins 

In the autumn of 1981, with Burnley languishing in the Third 
Division relegation zone, and close to bankruptcy, Bob Lord decided 
to retire, selling his controlling interest to a consortium of four for 
£52,000  This quartet included local barrister, John Jackson, who had 
joined the Burnley board of directors in 1976  The shares were divvied 
out equally between them and Jackson was elected as the new club 
chairman  The low price paid reflected not only Burnley’s calamitous 
financial state but also increasing public disenchantment with a game 
scarred with abhorrent hooliganism, crumbling stadia and penal 
fencing 

Jackson remembered:
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‘I spent more time trying to persuade Bob Lord to invite 
me to join the board, than I did in persuading juries that 
they should accept my clients’ version of events… It is 
impossible to overstate Mr Lord’s knowledge of football, 
and impossible to overstate the precarious nature of the 
club’s finances at that time  Bounced cheques were not 
unknown… Mr Lord controlled virtually every aspect of 
the club’s affairs  On most important matters, the directors 
were informed rather than consulted… Mr Lord was 
content if the club merely stayed afloat… Having replaced 
Lord as chairman, I in no way controlled the club, indeed 
my position as chairman depended upon the support of my 
colleagues… it was my duty to govern by consent  This was 
later to cause me problems ’ 

John Jackson requested that Derek Gill, a local businessman and 
accountant, should undertake a thorough analysis of the club’s 
finances  Gill had been introduced to Jackson by Burnley director, 
Colin Sanderson  He was evidently a passionate fan of the club, and 
eager to be of assistance  Gill joined the board in January 1982  He 
proceeded to serve the club, initially as finance director for all of 1982 
and most of 1983, before becoming its managing director between 
September 1983 and May 1985  Jackson claimed he required a senior 
executive to manage club affairs while he was preoccupied with his 
barrister work  Although Derek Gill disputed Jackson’s explanation, he 
was to become one of the club’s most conscientious servants, diligently 
devoting many unpaid hours to his work at Turf Moor, often at the 
expense of his own business commitments  He immersed himself in 
various aspects of financial management, also undertaking copious 
representative duties, at Football League meetings and events, and 
at first and reserve team fixtures  He was shocked at the shambolic 
state of the club’s finances, during Bob Lord’s final years in charge  
He found that only the player contracts had been managed adequately  
Gill reported: 

‘Suppliers were not being paid, the position with the Inland 
Revenue on PAYE and National Insurance was chaotic and 
the VAT commitment was something to ignore and hope 
it would go away ’

Derek Gill took issue with Lord’s management of team affairs, too  He 
attributed Burnley’s decline during the late seventies to Lord’s ‘crazy’ 
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decision to dispense with Jimmy Adamson’s services as manager and head 
coach  For those unfamiliar with Adamson’s career, he was not only a 
peerless wing-half who was desperately unlucky to miss selection for the 
England team, he was also an internationally acclaimed coach  Bobby 
Charlton rated his tactical acumen very highly, having seen him in action 
during the Chile World Cup finals of 1962  Adamson was then serving 
as Walter Winterbottom’s coaching assistant  His skills captivated the 
FA so much that he was offered Winterbottom’s post after England’s 
World Cup elimination by Brazil  However, Adamson, the 1962 winner 
of the Football Writers ‘Footballer of the Year’ award, chose to extend his 
playing career, opening the way for Alf Ramsey’s selection as England’s 
new boss  The rest, of course, is history – at least for Ramsey 

Derek Gill thought that in demanding Adamson’s resignation, 
Lord had scuppered the club’s best chance of returning quickly to the 
top flight, thereby accelerating its footballing and financial demise  
And he thought that Adamson, as head coach, had done more to bring 
about Burnley’s success than sublime playmaker Jimmy McIlroy had 
during the fifties and early sixties  Coincidentally, both McIlroy and 
Adamson were summarily removed from the club by Lord 

And yet the malaise gripping the club at the beginning of 
the eighties was suddenly and triumphantly lifted with Burnley’s 
unexpected promotion as Third Division champions in May 1982 under 
Brian Miller  After a dreadful start to the 1981/82 season, in which 
Burnley lost six of its opening eight games, a tactical masterstroke 
was unveiled in the fixture at Portsmouth on 10 October  Martin 
Dobson was assigned the role of sweeper while full backs, Laws and 
Wharton, were licensed to push forward, creating extra width  Left 
back Wharton scored in an impressive 2-1 victory  The impact was 
dramatic – only one defeat was inflicted in the next 35 league games, 
resulting in Burnley rising from almost bottom to the top 

Miller’s vibrant team represented a brilliant blend of youthful, 
mostly home-grown, talent and vintage skill and experience  That 
side included: 

Brian Laws a studious, stylish yet gutsy, progressive right back, 
who would later play 136 games in Division One under Brian Clough, 
ultimately winning a League Cup winners’ medal and an England B 
cap; 

Andy Wharton a combative left back with an enduring passion for 
Burnley, his local club; 

Michael Phelan also a loyal ‘Claret’ fan, who would develop into 
a composed and elegant centre back and midfielder  He subsequently 
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played with distinction for Norwich and Manchester United in the top 
flight, also winning a full England cap;

Swashbuckling Vince Overson a stroppy, strapping, ‘no nonsense’ 
centre half who gave no quarter;

Trevor Steven, a central midfielder of precocious poise, perception 
and power who would eventually play 36 times for the senior England 
side; 

Kevin Young a gifted, deft left-sided midfielder who, on the 18 
May 1982, scored a searing equaliser against Chesterfield on a sodden 
Turf Moor surface to confirm Burnley’s promotion to Division Two; 

Derek Scott a fierce competitor either at right back or as a box-to-
box midfielder with endless stamina and an eye for goal; 

Northern Ireland international striker Billy Hamilton – a 
formidable target man at any level, well supported by fellow forwards 
the predatory Steve Taylor and Republic of Ireland international Paul 
McGee 

Their collective efforts were augmented by the classy experience of 
dependable, long-serving goalkeeper Alan Stevenson, a breath-taking 
shot-stopper; Martin Dobson, an English international sweeper or 
midfielder of peerless grace and aplomb; and scrapping Northern 
Ireland international midfielder Tommy Cassidy  

But Burnley faltered in the higher Division, resulting in the 
sudden dismissal of manager Miller after his side had suffered its tenth 
consecutive away league defeat at Bolton in January 1983  Although 
Miller’s assistant Frank Casper, another former Clarets’ star, led an 
encouraging recovery as caretaker manager beginning with a stunning 
League Cup victory at White Hart Lane and winning seven and 
drawing four of his 18 league games in charge, it was insufficient to 
avoid relegation 

Arguably those in charge took too long before realising that 
Miller’s young side required strengthening to compete in Division 
Two, perhaps deceived by its startlingly powerful start to the campaign 
in August 1982  But after putting Middlesbrough and Carlisle to the 
sword in their second and third league fixtures, Burnley lost nine of 
its next 10 games  

Additions were belatedly made in November  In came pint-
sized, former Leeds, Burnley and Welsh midfielder, Brian Flynn, 
and the ex-Manchester City and Scotland left back Willie Donachie  
Nevertheless, the die was almost cast by the time Casper took over in 
mid-January  

Burnley striker Steve Taylor later remarked: 
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‘We should never have gone down with the players we had  
I still don’t understand how it happened ’ 

Brian Laws added in an interview with Burnley writer, Phil Whalley: 

‘Yes, the quality was there  Each individual player was good 
enough, and so was our team  The players that went down 
were definitely good enough to go back up  It only needed 
the addition of a couple of players  It was just that we did 
very well in the cups that year  You’ll find that a lot of clubs 
who have success in the cups find that it detracts from their 
actual league form  Burnley weren’t just the only ones – it 
happened to many clubs  I remember Brighton getting to 
an FA Cup Final and being relegated in the same year  The 
financial gains the club made were enormous  It could have 
kept the club in business for many years to come ’

Burnley’s brilliant cup runs certainly stood in marked contrast 
to their league performances  For while winning only 12 out of 42 
league games, the Clarets managed to win 10 out of 16 cup games, 
progressing to the sixth round of the FA Cup, and reaching the semi-
final of the League Cup  Having beaten top flight sides Coventry (2-1), 
Birmingham (3-2), and Spurs (4-1) to progress to a Milk Cup semi-final 
with League champions elect Liverpool they also won their home leg 
1-0 while losing 3-1 on aggregate  Sadly, Burnley midfielder Derek 
Scott missed two sitters in the first leg at Anfield when the game was 
still in the balance  But it was his goal which decided the result of the 
home leg 

After Burnley’s relegation in 1983, the Burnley board of directors 
decided to break with the club’s 30-year-old reliance upon ‘faithful 
retainers’  The caretaking management team of Frank Casper and 
assistant Gordon Clayton were not offered the permanent positions  
Chairman, John Jackson explained: 

‘The production line that had produced Harry Potts and 
Jimmy Adamson had come to an end  The board decided 
to appoint an outsider ’ 

Contrary to media speculation, the applicants for the job were not 
numerous – John Bond, John Duncan, Frank Burrows and another 
un-named North-Western candidate who, according to Jackson, 
failed to remember the name of his proposed assistant when asked 
at interview 
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Bond was flamboyant, outspoken and strongly opinionated but 
possessed an impressive managerial record  Jackson described him 
as ‘charismatic’  During the early seventies, Bond had transformed 
struggling Bournemouth’s fortunes spectacularly before steering 
modest Norwich back into the First Division in 1975, having arrived 
too late to prevent their relegation a year earlier  Second helpings 
proved more palatable to the Canaries, as under Bond’s guidance they 
thrived in the higher division, reaching a League Cup final in 1976  

Having moved on to Maine Road in October 1980, Bond took his 
Manchester City team – comprising three of his subsequent Burnley 
recruits; Gerry Gow, Kevin Reeves and Tommy Hutchison – to an FA 
Cup final appearance in 1981, where they lost somewhat unfortunately 
to Spurs after a replay  At his interview, Bond told the Burnley directors 
that ‘he had only one thought in his mind: the First Division ’ 

Considering Bond’s convincing interview performance and 
impressive CV, Jackson proposed to his fellow directors that Bond was 
the man to take Burnley forward  Jackson claimed that the decision to 
offer the post to Bond was unanimous  Derek Gill took issue with this, 
complaining that he had not been consulted and that he knew nothing 
of Bond’s appointment until he had read about it in an English paper 
while on holiday in Tenerife  Gill was unhappy about his exclusion 
from a selection process, which he later considered to be precipitate 
and cursory  However, upon his own admission, he declined Jackson’s 
invitation to meet with Bond before the appointment was formally 
ratified  Although miffed at the process he appeared to accept that 
Bond’s appointment was in effect a fait accompli 

Looking to achieve a rapid turnaround in Burnley’s fortunes, Bond 
made immediate, radical and expensive changes to the first team squad  
This provoked consternation among Burnley supporters loyal to their 
deposed favourites  Bond hardly endeared himself with his haughty 
declaration: 

‘If my record at other clubs is anything to go by, it shouldn’t 
take long to put things right ’ 

Bond stripped Martin Dobson of the captaincy, passing this to veteran 
newcomer, Tommy Hutchison  It wasn’t as if Hutchison was a poor 
choice  Hutchison had bags of experience as a tricky, hard-working 
Scottish international winger who defended as resolutely as he attacked  
Hutchison was sober, authoritative and totally committed, with an 
extraordinary degree of fitness  But many Burnley fans could not see 
past their dismay at the exclusion of club ‘elder statesman’, Dobson  
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Their ire was unfairly re-directed at Hutchison, causing him to dub 
Burnley ‘grumpy town’  Newly recruited England international striker 
Kevin Reeves wasn’t immune either  Eventually, the fans’ negativity 
towards these new acquisitions abated as they began to realise that 
both players were class acts 

But their anger was re-ignited when it was discovered that popular 
full back, Brian Laws had left Turf Moor to join Huddersfield  The fee 
was reported to be £50,000, although Derek Gill maintained it was 
significantly less, quoting a figure of £35,000  This seemed well below 
Laws’ market value  Bond decided that Laws was ‘not a good enough 
defender’ despite being ‘quite good’ when advancing  And yet Bond had 
seen Laws in action only in the pre-season friendlies  His assessment 
seemed neither full nor fair  He later admitted to Burnley writer, Phil 
Whalley: ‘There was more to letting Brian go than me thinking he 
wasn’t that good  I just didn’t want him at the football club…’ Bond 
never explained why  Laws reacted to his summary dismissal by stating: 
‘Mr Bond is entitled to his opinion but I’m determined to make him 
eat his words… Huddersfield is a family friendly club, the way that 
Burnley used to be ’ Laws’ subsequent success at Middlesbrough and 
Nottingham Forest made his point emphatically  

Laws added: 

‘I was very disillusioned when John Bond came to the club  
He was the wrong person for the job  He had his big-time 
thoughts, having come from a big club, and he tried to make 
Burnley into a big-time club in a very short space of time  It 
failed miserably and cost the club dearly  Burnley Football 
Club wasn’t run like that  It was a family club ’

It wasn’t as if Bond had a suitable replacement lined up  Future England 
star Lee Dixon was briefly auditioned for the part, playing in the opening 
game at Hull where Burnley were thrashed 4-1  Dixon was hastily 
discarded  This decision appalled Burnley coach, Gordon Clayton  He 
had been Casper’s assistant during the previous season  Clayton implored 
the club to ‘hang on to Dixon at all costs’, recognising his huge potential  
Burnley’s loss would eventually become Arsenal’s mighty gain 

Bond was also perversely dissatisfied with Scottish international 
left back Willie Donachie  Bond told Phil Whalley: 

‘I rated Willie Donachie as a great player at Manchester 
City, but he wasn’t a great player at Burnley  And he wasn’t 
too old’  
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Oldham boss, Joe Royle couldn’t believe his luck when Bond released 
Donachie on a free transfer in 1984  Donachie went on to play 169 
games for Oldham, helping the Latics win promotion to the First 
Division in 1991, and to remain in the top flight for three seasons at 
the dawn of the FA Premier League 

After the bruising defeat at Boothferry Park, Bond claimed:

‘What amazes me is how simple the solution is – to get 
better players  Once I have got that team together, I will 
take full responsibility for what happens ’ 

What infuriated Burnley fans though was that many of Bond’s ‘big 
name’ acquisitions – Reeves and Hutchison excepted – appeared to be 
weakening the club  Neither midfielder Gerry Gow nor centre half, 
Joe Gallagher seemed fit!

Gow had been a belligerent ball-winner at Bristol City, Manchester 
City and Rotherham  According to Derek Gill, Gow had ‘single-
handedly terrorised our entire midfield’ when Burnley met Rotherham, 
at Millmoor during the previous season  But Gow made nothing like 
that impact in the eight league games he played for Burnley  Bond 
told Phil Whalley, ‘Gerry Gow had done a fabulous job for me at 
Manchester City but he had very dodgy knees and it just didn’t work 
out for him ’ It was a poor return on the £15,000 fee Burnley paid for 
Gow  The £30,000 fee that Burnley shelled out to West Ham for Joe 
Gallagher was a more calamitous error, though 

Joe Gallagher had once been a commanding and composed centre 
half for First Division Birmingham but he no longer had the mobility 
or pace to fulfil that role  In fairness to Bond, not even a medical 
specialist from Manchester could find anything wrong with Gallagher’s 
knee other than a degree of retraction  Burnley’s medical advisor 
and director, Dr Iven, was similarly satisfied, having had Gallagher 
running up and down a flight of stairs to assess his fitness  Following 
their examinations, Gallagher was awarded a four-year contract, plus 
a £25,000 ex-gratia payment to be met at the end of his fourth year 
at the club  What the medical personnel overlooked was Gallagher’s 
limited capacity to twist and turn  This was brutally exposed in his 
first truly competitive game at Hull  Whenever Gallagher needed to 
shift direction suddenly, stress was placed upon his damaged knee, 
causing him to hobble  

The Burnley fans recognised this immediately, quickly dubbing 
him ‘Galloping Joe’  Gallagher did not play another league game for 
Bond  Burnley were left with a crocked centre-half, sitting on a four-
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year contract, a loss of well over £100,000 if his wages were considered  
Only in his fourth year at the club did he play any meaningful football  
With Burnley deeply in trouble, he was patched up and pushed out 
to play in 44 first team games – 38 more than he played in the three 
preceding seasons put together  Talk about El Cid!

Bond never passed the buck on Gallagher  He blamed neither 
vice-chairman, Iven nor the Manchester specialist  Instead, he 
frankly admitted to the board: ‘Gentlemen I have dropped a ricket, 
Joe Gallagher is not fit ’ 

Another Bond recruit, Dennis Tueart, also failed to do himself 
justice due to a lingering Achilles injury  Bond seemed unaware of 
this problem when he triumphantly announced his signing, claiming: 
‘You can’t get young quality players on free transfers  So, if you want 
quality, we have got to go for older players  Dennis is a good player – 
and that’s all that matters ’ Alas, Dennis was not the formidable, flying 
winger with an eye for goal that he had been during his Sunderland and 
Manchester City heydays  He managed just eight starts at Turf Moor, 
scoring five goals, before calling it a day  He ruefully recognised that 
his injury no longer permitted him to perform as he once did in his 
prime, when he won six England caps 

But whereas Tueart’s plight saddened Bond, Steve Daley’s 
performances for Burnley frustrated him  Such had been Daley’s 
reputation as a rampaging midfielder, that Manchester City were 
persuaded to pay Wolves £1 4m for his transfer in 1979  Bond told 
Phil Whalley: 

‘Me and the chairman flew out to the US to sign him  He 
was an over-rated player really… he didn’t do that well 
at City  In truth, he wasn’t a First Division player, but I 
thought at the level Burnley were playing, he would do 
well ’ 

It was reported that Burnley paid £20,000 for his transfer  But Gill 
reckoned the true cost was threatening to reach £150,000 as provision 
was made for Daley to purchase a house for his family 

Derek Gill recalled: 

‘After Daley made his long-awaited debut, in no time the 
manager was telling us he was overweight and could not 
play…’ 

In a desperate attempt to reduce the escalating costs, Gill persuaded 
his younger son to temporarily vacate his three-bedroomed house to 
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accommodate the Daleys  Gill is incredulous now that such a sacrifice 
should have ever been contemplated  

Despite scoring a hat-trick at Port Vale in April, giving Burnley 
their first victory in two months, Daley’s contributions were largely 
undistinguished  Fortunately, Gill managed to negotiate cancellation 
of Daley’s contract, transferring him back to the USA  Although 
Burnley gained no fee from Daley’s return, Derek Gill reckoned that 
this cancellation saved the club around £100,000 in wages and bonuses 

Bond admitted to Phil Whalley that Southampton central defender, 
Malcolm Waldron was a ‘bad buy’ too  

Bond said, 

‘We paid excessively for Waldron  I thought he was a good 
player and we got him to the club and he couldn’t play! 
You think you know someone and then you get them to 
the football club and he can’t do this or can’t do that and 
you wonder why you bought them  It happens to most 
managers, but unfortunately it happened to me too often 
at Burnley ’ 

Waldron cost Burnley £85,000, only £15,000 less than was paid to 
Manchester City for Kevin Reeves  To compound the folly, Bond 
found he had a better centre half on his books in home-grown Vince 
Overson  As proof of that, Overson and Mike Phelan re-established 
a redoubtable central pairing leaving Waldron with a succession of 
filling-in turns before he was off-loaded to Portsmouth in March 1984 
for £60,000  It should be said though that initially, Overson appeared 
still troubled by a groin injury, which had ruled him out for most of 
the preceding season  Bond decided Overson needed some ‘tough love’ 

Vince Overson told Phil Whalley: 

‘When John Bond came to the club I couldn’t stand the 
bloke…  I was struggling badly with an injury, and I wasn’t 
physically strong enough to do the pre-season  I’d been out 
that long  He absolutely slaughtered me… I felt sorry for 
myself but in the end, I thought “He just wants a reaction 
from me ” I think some people, rather than face him, they 
backed down, and I think that’s the worst thing they could 
have done with Bond… If you stood up to him, he’d respect 
you  In the end, I got on very well with him ’ 

Bond later reflected: 
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‘I suppose my massive mistake was getting too many in too 
soon… quite a few of them didn’t do their stuff and this 
lumbered Burnley with a few players that weren’t up to 
it… I can be quite an impetuous person and signing players 
didn’t bother me as long as I thought it would make the 
club better ’

Following an early League Cup defeat by lowly Crewe, a section of the 
Turf Moor crowd chanted angrily: ‘We want our players back’  Derek 
Gill later admitted that ‘the supporters’ objections were not without 
foundation’, particularly given ‘the bewildering comings and goings ’

Rumours circulated of Bond’s supposedly domineering and 
intimidating manner during training sessions which only exacerbated 
supporters’ dissent  It was alleged that a rift was developing between 
the highly-paid newcomers and the lower-paid existing players 

In a later interview with the Lancashire Evening Telegraph (now the 
Lancashire Telegraph), Martin Dobson took issue with Bond’s bullying 
manner, remarking: 

‘Every mistake was highlighted  Bond seemed determined 
to belittle individuals  He would stop play, point the finger 
and raise doubts as to our ability to play at this level… 
Young players were low because of the criticism and they 
didn’t have the experience to be able to cope with it… An 
enormous gulf in the camp had taken place  Senior players 
and backroom staff arrived from Manchester and there 
seemed to be a definite ploy to blow away all the traditions 
and beliefs of the club in one fell swoop ’

In response to increasing supporter discord and declining home gates, 
the club arranged for fans to meet Bond in a Q&A session  At this 
meeting, Bond boomed: 

‘I haven’t come here to destroy Burnley Football Club or 
to be a failure as manager  I have never been sacked as 
a manager and all I want is a chance  But I have felt less 
wanted at this club than any other and that disappoints me ’

In his article ‘What Went Wrong’, written for Paul Fletcher’s book 
‘Burnley FC and Me’, Bond ruminated whether the antipathy he 
experienced was due to his outsider status as a ‘southerner ’ He said:

‘All the previous Burnley managers were northerners, and 
had learned the way this successful town club survived 
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among the big name, city clubs  Then suddenly this 
southerner arrives to manage, obviously wanting his own 
way and using management techniques both tried and 
tested in the upper division ’ 

Bond added in a later interview with Phil Whalley: 

‘I think that the impression I used to give of myself as a 
person didn’t help  I can be brash and I can be flamboyant, 
but I can be hurt quite easily as well… I’m an entirely 
different person from the one that used to be depicted in 
the press ’

Some Burnley supporters still dismiss Bond as a ‘big time Charlie’ 
citing his attire as well as his manner  While Derek Gill considered it 
‘pathetic’ that Bond should be criticised for dressing smartly, Dobson’s 
ironic remark about Bond’s choice of car seemed to reflect local unease 
about anyone flaunting their privileged status  Dobson said: 

‘The first day of pre-season training made an impression, 
not on the training ground but in the car park  An E Type 
Jaguar looked a little out of place amongst the Novas and 
Escorts ’

Bond told Phil Whalley: 

‘Dobson didn’t like the fact that I didn’t see him as an 
automatic choice… All the others have been getting some 
stick, and he shouldn’t just because he’s Martin Dobson? …
he was an outstanding player and… especially the younger 
players looked up to him … but I didn’t like the way he 
played it at Burnley sometimes… I did what any other 
manager would do; I left him out…’ 

Despite that, Dobson played regularly under Bond before moving to 
Bury as player-manager in March 1984 

Midfielder Derek Scott later spoke of his concern about Bond’s 
manner with Dobson  Scott said: 

‘Dobbo was upset by the treatment of the younger players, 
all of whom he had taken under his wing and John Bond 
did not seem to like this  There were some good young 
players at the time, Brian Laws, Kevin Young, Lee Dixon, 
they were ordered around like they were in a boot camp… 
Dobbo defended the kids, he took almost a parental role ’
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However, Scott complimented Bond’s tactical acumen and coaching 
skills  Scott said, 

‘Training sessions were excellent and I did learn a lot  Bond 
was innovative and had many good ideas about how the 
game should be played  John Bond was very good on the 
coaching side, but not on the managerial side of things  
Being a manager is all about relationships, handling people 
and he wasn’t good at that  His assistant, John Benson, who 
I have a lot of respect for, was the calm one and definitely 
the calming influence after one of Bond’s outbursts…’

Scott was saddened at the fragmentation of a close-knit team group, 
although he conceded that divisions between better and lesser paid 
players were not unusual in professional football  However, he pointed 
out that Bond’s team remained united while on the pitch  

No doubt that unity was fortified by a series of fine home 
performances during the autumn months  Bournemouth were humbled 
5-1, helped by Billy Hamilton’s hat-trick of headers  Promotion rivals, 
Sheffield United were beaten narrowly, too, 2-1 in an absorbing end-
to-end tussle  Wigan were overcome 3-0 in an equally entertaining 
display  In fact, eight out of the nine home games played prior to 
Christmas were won, keeping Burnley in sight of promotion  But John 
Bond was far from satisfied with the away form, which featured five 
draws and four losses  

It was therefore a doleful John Bond who reflected: 

‘Amongst the gloom, every now and then I could see what 
this team was capable of  We kicked off against Port Vale at 
3pm and at 3 30 we were 6-0 up  Brian Flynn was playing as 
well as at any time in his career  And I knew if only I could 
combine a few good results with a slice of luck the team 
would believe … and the directors would believe in me ’ 

The game, eventually won 7-0, featured a hat-trick by Kevin Reeves 
But a startling 4-1 victory at Wimbledon’s Plough Lane restored 

that elusive belief, arriving on Bond’s 51st birthday  Long-standing 
Burnley supporter, Danny West confirmed: 

‘Two excellent headers by Derek Scott were the highlights, 
but it was a team performance which suggested that Burnley 
were getting it right at last  Derek Scott even managed to 
miss a penalty which would have given him his first senior 
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hat-trick  Mr Bond was proud of his team’s performance 
– we all were ’ 

Bond purred in the Boxing Day match programme: 

‘What a performance at Wimbledon! We beat the division’s 
leading scorers at their own game… Now we have our first 
away win I am sure more will quickly follow.’ 

To cap it all he and assistant John Benson were awarded two-year 
contracts  Bond confirmed: 

‘I am really happy here  I love it  It would take something 
really exceptional to remove us from this football club now ’

Sadly, something exceptional did occur  A few weeks later, Kevin 
Reeves suffered a career-ending injury  When Phil Whalley asked 
what impact Reeves’ retirement had upon the team, Bond replied: 

‘Oh a massive loss  He and Billy Hamilton were a tremend-
ous partnership  Reeves was an international player… as 
good a target man as you could wish to have, and then we 
had Billy Hamilton, who’s as honest as the day is long… 
then Reevesy suddenly got this thing, they thought it was 
a tumour at first, but it turns out he’s got an arthritic hip 
and that was him out of the game, it was terribly sad, it 
took some stuffing out of the club  If we could have kept 
Kevin and Billy together, we might have been in business  
Reeves made it tick  That’s why a few years previously he 
was a million-pound player ’

As proof of Bond’s assessment, before Reeves’ injury, Hamilton had 
scored fourteen league goals, many coming from near post flicked 
headers by Reeves  In the 23 league games that followed, he scored 
just four  

Nevertheless, Bond’s scout, John Doherty, an ex-‘Busby Babe’, did 
well to find a promising strike partner in Wayne Biggins, who had been 
playing non-League football with Matlock Town  His transfer fee was 
minimal and his wages low  Biggins did his best to compensate for the 
loss of Reeves, scoring eight times in 20 games, including a hat-trick 
against the League club which had carelessly discarded him, Lincoln 
City  Biggins would ultimately score 30 league goals for Burnley in 78 
appearances, but did not have the firepower of Reeves to keep Burnley 
on the promotion path 
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Burnley’s diminishing hope of promotion died following an abject 
defeat at Newport on 7 April  Eight of the last 10 games were lost with 
a disillusioned Bond absent from most of these  He claimed that he 
needed to recruit new players for the following campaign, pointing 
out: ‘Our main problem is in midfield  I have never got it right all 
season and until I can, we cannot operate properly ’ Season ticket sales 
slumped 

The final game was a rearranged home fixture with Hull  The 
original game had been postponed, controversially, after Hull had 
failed to make it through the M62 snow  At the time of the original 
fixture, the game promised to be a tough promotion tussle but by May 
it was no contest  Hull needed a 3-0 win to overtake Sheffield United 
and claim the final promotion slot  Burnley were commended, at least 
by the many Blades within the crowd, for narrowly thwarting them  
By this time, Turf Moor gates had dwindled to little more than 3,000  
Thanks largely to outside promotion interest, 8,000 turned up  But 
all Burnley fans were left with was a marker of how far their club had 
fallen  For just over a year before, Burnley had beaten Liverpool, one 
of the world’s leading sides, 1-0 watched by a rowdy 22,200 crowd 

As for Burnley’s once estimable youth programme, this had become 
a pale shadow of its former self  The home-grown youngsters that had 
largely made up the Third Division Championship side of 1981/82 
represented the club’s last rich harvest of youthful talent  The class 
of ’82 should have provided the bedrock for Burnley’s immediate 
future  Instead, it was fragmented, discarded and dispersed with 
careless disregard, replaced by players who were largely well past their 
best  One associated local schoolboy who eluded the attention of the 
Burnley youth coaches during this period was Padiham-born and 
Clarets-mad teenager, Andy Payton  He would later become one of 
the most lethal strikers in the land – at Hull, Middlesbrough, Celtic, 
Barnsley, Huddersfield and finally at Burnley  According to Payton, 
youth coach, Arthur Bellamy, released him immediately after John 
Bond had watched him scoring a hat-trick in a youth game  

Ashley Hoskin, a trainee professional at Burnley during this time 
told interviewer, Phil Whalley: 

‘A lot of the players used to come from the North East – 
good players, you know, Trevor Steven, Brian Laws, Kevin 
Young – and it all just stopped… You can’t produce a lot 
of lads coming through just from an area like the North 
West – it just doesn’t happen  The success they had was with 
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Geordies, Scottish lads, Northern Irish lads – when they’re 
coming from a bigger net like that you’re going to get two, 
three, four, five lads coming through  Which was what 
happened with Trevor Steven, Brian Laws, Kevin Young 
and people like that  But if you’re just concentrating on 
the North West, you’re not going to do it… They used to 
have only three or four apprentices, but as soon as the YTS 
came in, they went, “Let’s have 10, 15  We’re not paying for 
it  If one comes through out of that 15, even better ” And I 
thought that was wrong, instead of having four who were 
going to be good players  So, there were about 15 or 16 of 
us, and out of them – all right, I was one of the lucky ones, 
I’ll admit, I played nearly 100 games for them – but some 
of them lads were never going to make it, it was obvious 
they weren’t good enough  I felt that because of this YTS 
thing – I mean, you weren’t an apprentice, you were a YTS 
– they just got anyone in, you know…’ 

So, the club’s focus turned to recruiting proven first team performers, 
which was costlier 

With the club’s financial situation worsening, the TSB demanded 
a reduction in its escalating debt  This meant a sale of the club’s prized 
assets  In August 1984, Billy Hamilton was sold to Robert Maxwell’s 
Oxford United for a derisory fee of £80,000 with ex-Bolton striker, 
Neil Whatmore offered as an inadequate makeweight  Hamilton had 
starred in Northern Ireland’s plucky performances during the 1982 
World Cup finals in Spain  He was worth a lot more than that  Derek 
Gill believed that had the fee been decided by tribunal, Burnley would 
have received twice as much  But according to Gill, the TSB would 
not wait for the more protracted tribunal process to be completed  
The TSB had also ended its shirt sponsorship although Multipart 
subsequently took this on  

Despite the tensions aroused by Bond’s appointment, according 
to Derek Gill, Burnley’s financial situation at the start of the 1983/84 
season was sound  He wrote in his diary: ‘The money coming into the 
club was considerable, in direct contrast to the final Bob Lord years of 
near destitution and impending insolvency ’

The Burnley Building Society provided a generous £100,000 in 
stand sponsorship  The club also took 30 per cent of the £100,000 
proceeds from the sale of land, originally belonging to Bob Lord  
The land was wanted for the construction of a stretch of the new M65 
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motorway  The TSB offered extremely favourable banking terms, too, 
including a £300,000 overdraft  To cap it all, in the summer of 1983, 
Everton paid over £300,000 for starring, young mid-fielder, Trevor 
Steven 

Burnley chairman, John Jackson qualified Derek Gill’s optimistic 
assessment, stating: ‘Although the finances had improved we were no 
means out of the mire, and only Trevor Steven’s decision to move on 
made money available ’ It seems surprising, then, that he should have 
allowed John Bond to spend almost £420,000 in transfer fees during 
that season, when this exceeded the proceeds from Steven’s sale by at 
least £70,000  But it was the inflated wage bill which compounded that 
deficit substantially  Derek Gill commented: ‘We were so committed 
financially  We’d increased the wages bill enormously; everybody Bond 
brought in was on top money which was £300 per week  So, we were 
letting go the likes of Lee Dixon on £140 a week and bringing in Gerry 
Gow on £300 per week ’ 

Certainly, the wages Third Division Burnley paid then seem 
disproportionately high when compared, for example, with those paid 
by Wimbledon as a First Division side  Wimbledon defender, Mark 
Morris, stated that he and his team mates were paid ‘peanuts, at around 
£180 per week in 1986’  

On top of the wages issue was that of bonuses  Derek Gill wrote 
in his diary: 

‘And there was this crazy bonus system we inherited from 
the First Division days which was very expensive  The £300 
maximum wage dated into the heady First Division days 
and then only for the elite few  The £200 victory bonuses 
came from the same era  A lot of them had cars, so with 
salaries plus cars you’d put £100,000 on player costs without 
them kicking a ball.’

Derek Gill had discovered that ‘a home win in a run-of-the-mill mid-
table or end of season fixture had the effect of activating the bonus 
payments which exceeded the net gate receipts’  To his great credit, 
Gill successfully negotiated a reduction in the bonus scheme to a level 
more in line with the club’s relatively modest status ‘without the loss 
of a single player and with no discernible discontent’, allegedly saving 
Burnley FC ‘many thousands of pounds ’ Despite Gill’s sterling efforts 
at cost reduction, it seemed as if the mortal damage had been done 

Given the club’s high outlay on wages and bonuses in 1983/84, an 
average home gate of 13,600 was required just to break even  However, 
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the average Turf Moor attendance was less than half that figure  In a 
situation requiring more checks and balances, there were too many 
cheques and insufficient balance  

Bond appeared to accept this when asked by Phil Whalley, replying:

 ‘I spent money on what I thought were the right things 
to enable the club to get back on the right track  If the 
club cannot afford what you want that’s where you need 
a good strong chairman  Look what’s happened at Leeds 
United  That wasn’t down to David O’Leary; it was up to 
the chairman to tell him that he couldn’t have any more 
players ’ 

Bond added: 

‘The club at that time was in the middle of transition  The 
great Bob Lord era was over and a new, young chairman, 
John Jackson, headed the board  His inexperience as 
chairman, a relatively new board of directors, and my 
determination to have my own way, was a formula for 
disaster.’

Derek Gill speculated in his diary that had Bond come to Burnley 
straight from Norwich ‘where his record speaks for itself, the outcome 
might have been different but only if the parameters within which 
Bond was expected to work had been made much clearer’  Bond seemed 
to agree with that view, referring to Sir Arthur South, his chairman at 
Norwich as a ‘darling of a fellow’  ‘He’d give me an almighty bollocking 
if he thought I’d done wrong but that didn’t stop him putting a hand 
on my shoulder and saying well done if he thought I’d done something 
well… If I hadn’t had a father of my own I would have wanted him as 
a father – that’s how much I thought about him ’ 

Derek Gill appeared correct in his estimate that Bond was not as 
self-confident as he professed, appearing to welcome such patriarchal 
guidance  Certainly, the lack of unity at board level had not helped, 
with Bond playing off the chairman and the club’s managing director 
against one another  At least that seemed to be Derek Gill’s view  

With the club’s debt climbing to £600,000, boardroom tensions 
rose  According to author Andrew Proctor, the club’s accounts for the 
year ending on 31 May 1984, showed a net loss of £112,515, partially 
disguised by the £114,500 compensation payment received for Kevin 
Reeves’s injury  Not that this was immediately available to reduce the 
overall debt  Until Gill persuaded them otherwise, the TSB directed 
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that the payment should be set aside for team strengthening  The 
large annual loss also reflected a £200,000 drop in match income  
Nevertheless, chairman, John Jackson remained convinced that the 
decision to appoint an outsider was correct, stating: 

‘The greatest part of the disaster was due to a lack of 
judgement in its implementation rather than any inherent 
fault in the policy.’

His managing director, Derek Gill, added: 

‘While John Bond’s management had been an unmitigated 
disaster for the club and the man himself, it is totally wrong 
to place all the responsibility for it upon John Bond alone  
This is both cowardly and dishonest and regrettably the 
exaggerated fiction has increased over the years… It was 
not the money spent on transfers that undermined the club, 
rather it was the simple fact that we sold and bought the 
wrong players and that the result of our excursion into the 
transfer market was to weaken the team  

‘Concurrently, the departure of so many crowd 
favourites [notably Steven, Laws, Dobson, and Hamilton] 
led to discontent among the supporters who begun to vote 
with their feet in ever increasing numbers and the income 
base, necessary to sustain the business was fatally eroded 
and we got ourselves into a downward spiral which could 
not be arrested without an introduction of new funds or 
drastic retrenchment in their absence…’ 

By the time Hamilton departed in August 1984, Bond had been sacked 
for a contentious statement, allegedly made by him, in an article 
printed in a ‘red top’ newspaper  Bond was reported to have said: 

‘All I want to do is manage the club in my own way… I am 
prepared as ever to make Burnley a First Division club again 
but I am afraid that this is an impossibility for any manager 
when there is friction between himself and the chairman… 
it has to be sorted out one way or another.’

Derek Gill remarked: 

‘A couple of weeks before the new season was due to start, 
the chairman seized upon a newspaper article written under 
the name of John Bond which was extravagant to say the 
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least and contained some inflammatory observations  John 
Jackson was livid and if he had been looking for a reason 
to sack the manager he believed he had one now… The 
chairman demanded an explanation from the manager 
about the offending article and the dismal performance of 
many of the players he had introduced to the club… [Bond] 
never put forward excuses, some of which were available to 
him had he chosen to use them  I am fairly sure he knew 
that words alone were not going to save him and after… 
deliberations by the directors he was told he had effectively 
terminated his own employment  He left the boardroom 
with dignity…’ 

But not with good grace, it seemed, for according to club historian, 
Ray Simpson, in his book, ‘The Clarets Chronicles’, Bond declared his 
intention to sue the club for wrongful dismissal  While this came to 
nothing, Bond punished Burnley by denying them a late reprieve from 
relegation to Division Four at the end of the 1984/85 season  The 
solitary point, that Swansea, took from their final game in May 1985, 
meant that it was Bond’s new side, not his former club, which stayed up 

As for John Jackson’s view of Bond he said: 

‘As the season progressed, the relationship between John 
Bond and myself deteriorated, if that was possible  Publicly 
I had to support him and no doubt that is the reason why 
to this day many people think he was “my man”  By the 
end of the season it was apparent to everyone that the JB 
appointment had been a mistake and we parted company… 
My personal view of JB as an individual outside the club 
was quite different  

Outside the club I enjoyed his company, he was 
charismatic, loyal to his friends and great fun to be with  
My family enjoyed his company on numerous occasions  
Another example of problems that arise when business and 
pleasure is mixed.’ 

With Bond having departed just days before the start of the 1984/85 
season, Burnley had no alternative other than to appoint his assistant, 
John Benson, as manager  Benson believed the club’s hand had been 
forced because of the unaffordability of his compensation package  
Nevertheless, he was totally committed to the task  He was both liked 
and respected by his players  
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In order to replace the half dozen who had left – Billy Hamilton, 
Willie Donachie, Kevin Young, Dennis Tueart, Steve Daley and Gerry 
Gow – in came ex-Leeds and Stoke full back, Peter Hampton; former 
Leicester and Gillingham winger, Neil Grewcock, who had been 
playing for Southern League, Shepshed Charterhouse; fleet-footed, 
Hull striker, Alan Taylor, an FA Cup winner with West Ham in 1975; 
Barry Powell, an experienced central midfielder, formerly with Wolves, 
Coventry and Derby; and attacking wide midfielder or full back, Kevin 
Hird, who had moved from Blackburn, his parent club, to Leeds in 
1979 for a then hefty fee of £357,000 

With ex-Bolton striker Neil Whatmore bolstering the Burnley 
attack and experienced professionals, Hansbury, Overson, Phelan, 
Flynn, Scott, Hutchison and Biggins, still present, Benson should have 
had sufficient resources to ensure that Burnley retained its Division 
Three status  Burnley supporters seemed less optimistic, though, as 
only 4,664 attended the opening day home game with Plymouth  
Grewcock excelled, but the Clarets were indebted to Taylor’s late goal 
in salvaging a point  Subsequent results were not encouraging  A Mark 
Hughes hat-trick at Old Trafford inflicted a humiliating aggregate 
defeat in the League Cup but more depressingly, in mid-October, 
Burnley were routed 5-1 at Reading, having led at the interval  This 
cataclysmic defeat reduced the Clarets to 19th position 

Brian Flynn made his last start for the club at Elm Park  Having 
been dropped to the bench for the next home game, he submitted a 
transfer request, moving to Cardiff in November for £15,000  Derek 
Gill was saddened by his loss, commenting: 

‘I want to acknowledge the super integrity of the player 
who took a reduction in wages to come to Burnley and 
was simply “full of it” and bursting to go as soon as the 
transaction was completed  It was all done in one meeting 
and there was no question of agents and percentage 
merchants and associated hangers-on, just simple straight 
dealing with him… You can go to war with men like Brian 
Flynn and I am glad to have known him.’

There was a brief upturn in form in late October, but after winning 
3-2 at Cambridge on 10 November, Burnley lost six out of the next 
seven league games with York trouncing them 4-0  Former Claret 
midfield star Jimmy McIlroy wrote in a headlining Burnley Express 
article: 
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‘To believe that things can only get better is to believe in 
miracles  I have to concede that nothing short of a miracle 
can stop the rot and the unthinkable – Fourth Division 
football at Turf Moor next season.’ 

Burnley had never stooped so low 
Following a 1-2 home defeat by Wigan on New Year’s Day, Burnley 

were floundering, one place above the relegation zone  London Claret, 
Michael Bullen concluded: 

‘The man-to-man marking seems to result in [full backs] 
Scott and Hampton being drawn all over the place… Phelan 
is used as a sweeper, having the freedom to push forward 
whenever he can  [Because the defence is suspect] Kevin 
Hird often appears in a very deep position  Powell and 
Hutchison also started the season in midfield until the 
disappointing Powell was replaced by Brian Miller’s son, 
David, who improved the team  

‘Up front Grewcock has been a major influence  When 
he gets the ball, he goes straight at defenders and often beats 
them to get into good positions  Unfortunately, his crosses 
and shots could be better, but now there is no one really to 
cross to  If only Billy Hamilton had stayed  Wayne Biggins 
and, at times, Alan Taylor try hard but they do not have 
the aerial power to cause big defenders problems  Taylor’s 
ball control has let him down too often and the midfield 
players do not seem to have any understanding with him 
when they pass  The forwards don’t look as if they can do 
the business ’

Sturdy centre forward, Les Lawrence, was signed from Torquay for a 
£20,000 fee in November 1984, but Burnley’s first black senior player 
failed to demonstrate the striking threat he had shown at Plainmoor, 
where he had scored 46 goals in 170 league games 

Neil Whatmore proved no better, scoring once only in nine league 
games before being moved to Mansfield in March 1985  Apart from 
two extraordinary thrashings of non-League Penrith (9-0) in the FA 
Cup and Rotherham in the league (7-0), helped by a hat-trick by Kevin 
Hird, goals and points remained at a premium 

Desperate to lift his spluttering side, John Benson arranged a 
‘pay-your-own-way’, five-day team break in Majorca at the end of 
February  It seemed to do the trick  Immediately before departing, 
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fellow strugglers, Preston, were beaten 2-0 at Turf Moor in front of a 
sparse crowd of 4,768, while another languishing local rival, Bolton, 
were overcome 3-1 at Burnden Park upon the Clarets’ return  

It was a false dawn  Burnley then lost six and drew four of their next 
ten games including an abysmal 0-2 loss at Wigan on Easter Monday  
Although Swansea, then in free-fall, were defeated by an Alan Taylor 
goal at the Vetch Field on 4 May, Swansea survived, whereas Burnley 
did not  Their heroic 3-2 victory at Walsall on the final day of the 
1984/85 season was in vain 

 Once Burnley’s relegation was confirmed, John Benson resigned  
Derek Gill said of him: 

‘He considered being manager of Burnley to be a great 
honour and he gave it his very best shot from the first 
day… Of all the managers with whom I had experience, 
he spent by far the most time with the reserve players  In 
between playing with the reserves, and his midweek first 
team duties, he rarely missed an opportunity to get about 
and look for free transfers and bargains and I would defy 
anybody to work harder  A very good number two, it was 
his misfortune to be thrown in at the deep end of a club in 
paralysed turmoil.’

At an emergency board meeting, 48 hours before the Walsall game, 
John Jackson announced his intention to stand down as chairman but 
chose to retain his place on the board  Derek Gill was expected to bid 
for the chair but instead submitted his resignation  The in-fighting had 
proved too much for Gill  He lamented the premature death of former 
commercial director, Alan Hutchinson, for Gill believed that with 
Hutchinson’s support and wise counsel, the subsequent boardroom 
discord might have been avoided  

Gill had hoped that the addition of two new directors, Frank 
Teasdale and former Lancashire cricketer, Jack Simmons, would enable 
him to successfully challenge Jackson’s position as chairman  However, 
this hope was misplaced  With the board remaining divided, he felt he 
could no longer hold onerous club responsibilities without having the 
necessary authority to enact these effectively  Gill was deeply dismayed 
that his attempt at negotiating a cancellation of Joe Gallagher’s contract 
was thwarted by a fellow director  

According to Gill, not only had this action denied the club 
significant savings, it left Gill feeling humiliated at an ensuing Football 
League tribunal where Gallagher’s contractual rights were upheld, 
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despite the centre back’s unfitness to play any more than a handful of 
games for Burnley 

Derek Gill wrote in his diary, 

‘I was effectively at odds with the whole board none of 
whom I regard as fools… But without the power to act as 
I saw fit, I saw no point in continuing with my enormous 
personal frustration.’ 

Nevertheless, he told Burnley author Dave Thomas:

 ‘I left the boardroom for the last time with words of real 
regret… it then dawned on me that without my assistance 
they could not process the wages… I allowed my business 
to continue to do this until they got this together.’ 

Derek Gill attended Burnley’s final ‘win or bust’ game at Fellows Park, 
Walsall  On a day of high drama, he recorded this surreal ending to 
the match: 

‘The usual after-match procedure is for directors and guests 
to gather around the TV for the results service  We were, 
of course, very eager to get the results of others involved 
in the relegation struggle… This often involves emotions 
swinging wildly with each result  There is usually one 
anorak who can immediately tell you the effect on the 
league positions… Not at friendly Walsall club who were 
already safely placed in mid-table! Instead their worthies sat 
laughing their sides out at a Tom and Jerry cartoon, keeping 
the results in abeyance for the next 15 minutes  With all 
the turmoil we were enduring, who is to say Walsall did not 
have the right idea?’

It was hardly a day for mirth, for 120 miles away at Valley Parade, the 
celebrations of Third Division champions, Bradford City, were cut 
short by a raging fire which engulfed their main stand, causing the 
death of 56 supporters and injuring at least 265 others  Burnley’s woes 
paled into insignificance at this traumatic event 

Following Jackson’s resignation as club chairman, and Gill’s 
departure from the board, Frank Teasdale, managing director 
at Galbraith Holdings plc of Accrington, became Burnley’s new 
chairman  Having sold most of his shares to Teasdale, Jackson retained 
just enough to maintain his position on the board  Frank Teasdale had 
been a Burnley director since January 1985, when he joined the board 
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together with former Lancashire county cricketer, ‘Flat’ Jack Simmons, 
thereby raising the board number to six 

Teasdale took the opportunity to explain his position, objectives 
and hopes in a Q & A section in the ‘Claret & Blue’ match programme 
of 23 August 1985  He wrote: ‘Basically my job is to co-ordinate and 
ensure that the board’s policies are carried out  My job is to liaise 
between all sections of the club and obviously, the objective is success ’ 
Here, he saw himself as more of a facilitator than a directive leader 

He added in a later club interview: 

‘I have always been a fan  I was born in Burnley and first 
went to Turf Moor at the age of 10  I wanted to go to the 
1947 FA Cup final but couldn’t get a ticket  I also became 
godfather to two of Adam Blacklaw’s children  Adam was 
such a great keeper  He was a member of the 1960 First 
Division Championship-winning side  People laugh at me 
when I say that in the early 1950s Clarets’ star, Bill Holden, 
was my favourite Burnley centre-forward, but I thought he 
was a brilliant player. 

‘I started as a fan on the Longside, then as I progressed 
in life – I began work as a storeman – I moved into the 
stands, then progressed to the 100 Club, and eventually 
to the Vice-President’s Club where you start meeting 
the directors  It was then that I became friendly with my 
immediate predecessor, John Jackson  I sold a lot of vans to 
Bob Lord for his meat business  My employers, Galbraith 
Commercials, were the Leyland truck and Sherpa van 
distributors in Lancashire  So, I had dealings with him 
both football and business wise.’

Frank Teasdale stated in the ‘Claret & Blue’ match programme: 

‘Football is currently facing a massive challenge after what 
has happened over the last few months [Frank was referring 
here to the much-publicised incidents of crowd disorder as 
well as the Valley Parade tragedy]  I just hope that all of the 
problems can be overcome but I admit that there could be 
some difficult times ahead for the game in this country  I 
want to emphasise how important it is for every supporter 
to show good behaviour  Like other football clubs, Burnley 
is in the hands of its supporters  Ideally, I want a good and 
successful team and trouble-free terraces  We have not had 
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all that much trouble in the past, but anyone convicted 
of trouble-making at Turf Moor will be banned from 
the ground  I agree with the Birmingham City manager, 
Ron Saunders, it is the time for people to stand up and be 
counted ’

The Thatcher Conservative government was threatening to impose 
greater sanctions upon English football clubs and their supporters, to 
curb rising football hooliganism  During the 1984/85 season, there 
had been a rash of serious incidents  There was a reckless charge by a 
contingent of Liverpool supporters at the Heysel Stadium, Brussels, 
immediately before the 1985 European Cup final, which resulted 
in a loss of 39 Italian lives  Previously, a frightening riot, led by so-
called Millwall fans, at and outside Kenilworth Road, Luton, had been 
captured in ghastly detail on national television  And, on the very day 
of the Bradford disaster, a lethal charge by rampaging Leeds supporters 
resulted in the collapse of a wall at St Andrews stadium, Birmingham, 
bringing about the death of an innocent, 15-year-old boy  With 
English clubs then banned from all European competitions because of 
crowd disorder, it was unsurprising that Football League attendances 
continued to fall  The British game was facing an uncertain future 

Scott and Phelan refused to re-sign after relegation  Scott moved to 
Bolton for £20,000 while Phelan transferred to Norwich for £70,000  
Tommy Hutchison left, as well, preferring to join John Bond at Swansea 
than accept a coaching post at Burnley  With Kevin Reeves departing, 
too, amid further cost cutting, Joe Gallagher took over responsibility 
for coaching the youth team 

Derek Gill said of Hutchison: 

‘He always amazed me by his fitness and leadership 
qualities and went on to become one of the oldest playing 
professionals, never losing his appetite for football  
Eventually, he won over the grumpy Burnley crowd but 
was unable to erase the Bond association  For Hutchison, 
the criticism was as unfair as it was uneducated and if I was 
right on Laws, I was just as wrong on this outstanding man.’ 

1987 Burnley hero, Neil Grewcock, remarked, after Hutchison’s 
departure, how much the veteran winger had helped him improve 
his game 

Frank Teasdale received sixty-two applications for the Burnley 
manager post  The ex-Manchester United, Oldham, Aberdeen 
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and Scotland defender, Martin Buchan, was ultimately chosen, 
accompanied by experienced, former Manchester United assistant 
manager, Tommy Cavanagh  In speaking of Buchan’s appointment, 
Frank Teasdale stated: 

‘I am optimistic for the future and I firmly believe the 
decision to appoint Martin Buchan as our manager was a 
very good one by the board of directors  The desire to do 
well is definitely there  Hard work by everyone can lead 
to success ’

With goalkeeper, Roger Hansbury, transferring to Cambridge, Buchan 
brought in a replacement keeper, Joe Neenan, from Scunthorpe for 
£10,000  He also signed central defenders, Ray Deakin from Bolton 
and Larne-born, Jim Heggarty, from Brighton, both on free transfers, 
to fill the gap created by Phelan’s move 

Frank Teasdale’s hopes of a revival were lifted by his team’s excellent 
pre-season form  Rochdale (7-0) and Bolton (4-0) were put to the sword 
in the Lancashire Manx Cup with Biggins scoring a hat-trick in each 
game  Biggins also added a brace as the Clarets galloped into a three-
goal interval lead in their opening home game with Northampton  
However, the visitors fought back strongly in the second half and were 
unfortunate not to have snatched a draw 

Thereafter, results were erratic  Bury eliminated the Clarets 
in an exciting League Cup tie, winning 6-5 on aggregate, while 
the momentum gained from league victories over Aldershot (2-0), 
Hartlepool (2-0) and Rochdale (1-0) was interrupted by home defeats 
against Stockport (0-1), Port Vale (1-2) and Colchester (0-2) and hapless 
losses at Preston (0-1) and Chester (0-4) 

After the Colchester game, London Claret, Stuart Pilling, wrote:

‘The crowd roar as play ebbs and flows, hardly a minute 
goes by without either side producing something for their 
fans, be it a delightful chip, timely tackle or dynamic 
dribble  Goalmouth incidents punctuate these silky 
professional skills and passionate, exciting football ensues  
Unfortunately, I can’t write about these things because I 
was at Turf Moor watching Burnley defeated by table-
topping Colchester.’ 

The crushing defeat at Chester caused Burnley Express reporter, 
Granville Shackleton, to write: 
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‘I have never seen a Burnley side play as badly as this one 
did at Sealand Road, and neither have I seen Burnley fans as 
angry with a performance  Burnley were incredibly devoid 
of ideas, basic skills and lacked concern for their task ’ 

Only keeper, Peacock, on loan from Doncaster, and Taylor came out 
of the game with any credit 

Then came the startling news of Martin Buchan’s resignation  He 
been in post for just 110 days  The Chester debacle, which Buchan 
described as ‘suicidal’ was his final game in charge  Buchan explained: 
‘There are certain aspects of the job that I honestly just could not 
handle ’ It was rumoured that Buchan became embroiled in angry 
confrontation with a Burnley player, after criticising his team’s lack 
of discipline  Buchan continued: 

‘I could not make the transition from the dressing room 
to management    the decision is entirely my own  I am 
heartbroken for the chairman, Frank Teasdale  He has 
worked unbelievably hard for the club and he tried to 
persuade me to stay but my mind was made up.’ 

A shocked Frank Teasdale responded: 

‘Martin Buchan, in my opinion, is a victim of the soccer rat 
race and his own integrity  He felt he could not do the job 
he required of himself  It is a bombshell but we will have to 
live through it and it is another mountain we have to climb.’

Tommy Cavanagh, formerly Tommy Docherty’s assistant at Old 
Trafford, picked up the reins, claiming: ‘This club has got to get down 
to some straight talking  It needs stability and credibility ’ Wayne 
Biggins was on his way too  After another dispiriting home defeat, 
this time to champions-elect, Swindon, he joined Michael Phelan at 
Carrow Road in a £40,000 deal 

With Les Lawrence injured and Peter Devine struggling to match 
Biggins’ striking prowess, Cavanagh was permitted to bring back 
centre-forward Derrick Parker from Oldham for a £10,000 fee  Parker 
had netted 85 league goals while playing for Southend, Barnsley and 
Oldham, but found goal scoring much more difficult on his return to 
Turf Moor, where he had developed through the youth system 

 It was then that Ashley Hoskin, aged 17, signed his first professional 
contract with Burnley  Manager Tommy Cavanagh told him ‘You’re 
on £200 a week basic, and £50 appearance money in the first team ’ 
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Ashley was gobsmacked to receive so much, doubting whether the club 
could afford this, and feeling a bit guilty about the size of the payment  

Ashley told London Claret, Phil Whalley: 

‘I had been on £32 a week as an apprentice with a tenner 
appearance money  It was in the contract that if you got into 
the first team you got an extra £10  There were bonuses as 
well  It wasn’t very much at that time and we had to be in 
the top six before you got anything ’ 

Having slipped to 18th position, following a 3-1 home defeat by 
Southend on 2 November, Burnley produced a better run of form 
after beating promotion-bound Mansfield 2-1 at Turf Moor  Five more 
victories were gained in the next eight games  In fact, a late goal from 
the returning Les Lawrence, gave Burnley a 3-2 win over Hereford, 
and renewed hope of promotion  

But only one victory was achieved in the next nine games, putting 
paid to that dream  Meanwhile, the club’s already perilous financial 
situation was worsening  The figures disclosed in the accounts for the 
year ending June 1985, were ghastly – there was a loss of over £250,000, 
bank debts totalled £410,000 and a further £240,000 was owed to 
various creditors 

In mid-February 1986, Jackson resigned from the board having 
endured unrelenting abuse from a contingent of Burnley supporters, 
notably from those who had set up a ‘Save Our Club’ group  If this 
turn of events gave the disgruntled Burnley fans any cheer, then 
Frank Teasdale quickly dampened their enthusiasm by calling an 
extraordinary meeting, announcing that only a new shares issue – 
lifting the share capital from £8,000 to £50,000 – could avert the club’s 
liquidation 

After a harsh winter came a gloomy spring  A home defeat by 
Crewe on 15 April was attended by only 1,988 fans  It was Burnley’s 
lowest post-war gate  The new share issue had to be extended, too, 
after a highly disappointing response  With the directors warning 
that the club had only a few days left to ‘fold or survive’, a positive 
approach by a group of Burnley businessmen forced a further extension  
Nevertheless, the number of match day programmes printed for the 
final home game with Scunthorpe was increased as these threatened 
to become collectors’ items 

The growing threat of administration or receivership prompted 
Derek Gill to reappear with a rescue package, devised with the help of 
local businessmen 
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Derek Gill told Dave Thomas: 

‘There was never any possibility of Burnley Football Club 
going out of existence  The nightmare scenario was for 
the board to bring in an administrator or a receiver whose 
first duty would have been to find a buyer  Let there be no 
semblance of doubt that a buyer was ready, willing and 
able to fulfil all the essential needs of a rescue  My home 
telephone was red hot with calls from interested parties 
and others eager to know what was going on and I was 
flattered to be contacted by more than one capable investor 
stating that if I return to the club they would be interested 
in providing finance and support.’

Derek Gill then wrote to the Burnley board setting out his conditions 
for implementing his rescue package  He demanded that he was elected 
as chairman with Teasdale becoming vice-chairman  He wanted full 
responsibility for the club’s financial affairs  He professed, however, 
that he had no wish to replicate Bob Lord’s autocratic style, leaving 
other members of the board with an option of removing him when 
and if they considered this to be necessary  He said, too, that he had 
no interest in becoming the majority share-holder  Burnley author, 
Andrew Proctor, wrote that Gill stipulated that Martin Dobson should 
be appointed as player-manager  Dobson and his assistant Casper had 
guided Bury to promotion to Division Three in 1985 and narrowly 
missed a further promotion despite having a much smaller budget than 
Burnley had in 1983 

If Derek Gill was confident of his success, he was mistaken  Three 
days later, Frank Teasdale rang him to say that the club’s future had 
been secured by alternative means  It was a close-run thing  They 
were within 24 hours of calling in the receiver, when Frank Teasdale’s 
wheeling and dealing paid dividends  Three new directors joined 
the board: Bernard Rothwell, Bob Blakeborough and Clive Holt  
Crucially, the club’s bankers, TSB, were persuaded to guarantee the 
club’s existence for another season  The club had been saved by the 
skin of its teeth 

Clive Holt is now the only Burnley director remaining from these 
dark days  Before becoming a director at Turf Moor, in the summer 
of 1986, he had successfully run his own mechanical engineering 
company  Although a southerner by birth, he moved into the area in 
1975  He described his developing interest in football thus: 
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‘When I was young and living in Kent, I watched Gravesend 
and Northfleet in the Southern League  They later became 
Ebbsfleet United  And when I was working in Hampshire 
my nearest club was Aldershot which wasn’t ideal  So, when 
a job came up in Burnley, which then had a First Division 
team, I couldn’t resist ’ 

He quickly became a Turf Moor regular  Like other current board 
members, Clive remains a passionate fan of the club he now helps 
direct  

‘But having arrived here, I was very surprised that Burnley 
was so small. It’s hardly Manchester or Leeds, is it? People 
who live here don’t realise, but because of the profile of the 
football club, people who live in other parts of the country 
think that the town of Burnley is huge… After years of 
cheering, jeering and, if I’m honest, criticising everything 
from Burnley’s gameplay to the consistency of its Bovril, 
I was issued with an ultimatum: either put up or shut up. 
I chose the former but talk about being thrown in at the 
deep end… 

‘When I joined the board, I knew the club was 
struggling with substantial debts incurred during the 
John Bond era  It came as a great shock, though, when, 
at my first board meeting, fellow director, Basil Dearing 
– a well-respected local solicitor – advised us that the club 
was trading illegally, and that the only solution was to 
seek Administration  There was no way I was prepared to 
agree with this  I had just invested a considerable sum of 
money in the club  I told Basil: “On your bike, mate! I’m 
not doing this”, knowing that I would lose everything I 
had invested if we went down that road  Along with other 
new directors, Bob Blakeborough and the late Bernard 
Rothwell, we decided that a better way forward was to 
re-value Turf Moor  This enabled us to bring in further 
loans on the back of the improved collateral  It averted the 
immediate cash crisis.

‘Each of the directors were assigned a lead responsibility 
for one of the club’s functions  I had catering – I’m not 
sure why since I had no relevant experience  Someone had 
responsibility for the commercial functions and another 
had responsibility for the ground  We had to be very ‘hands 
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on’ with these assignments  Ignorance was not an excuse  
Today, it is so different with specialist club officials taking 
care of much of this.

‘The late Frank Teasdale was chairman  His greatest 
strength was in keeping the creditors happy  Although 
tough, single-minded and sometimes stubborn, he was good 
in getting on the right side of those we needed to influence  
He pulled off a major coup by persuading the club sponsors, 
Leyland to pay their three-year sponsorship up front  That 
just about kept us going, stopping the utility companies 
from turning off the water, the power, the heating and the 
lighting.

‘In those days clubs did not rely as much upon “securit-
isation” as they do today  It is now common practice to 
balance expenditure against estimated season ticket 
revenue, for example  Frank was very good at seizing upon 
such opportunities.’

As a price of their continued assistance, the TSB demanded that the club 
apply stringent economy measures  The reserve team was disbanded 
and two of Burnley’s better players, Kevin Hird and Alan Taylor were 
released  Hird went to Colne Dynamos of the North-Western Counties 
League, with the guarantee of a job outside the game, whereas Taylor 
joined the large contingent of ex-Clarets at Bury  Cavanagh said: ‘We 
simply could not afford their contracts ’ Meanwhile injury-prone 
striker, Les Lawrence left for Peterborough on a free transfer  

As for centre back, Vince Overson, Burnley’s remaining prize 
asset, he was sold to Birmingham City, John Bond’s latest club, for 
a fee of £25,000  The combined receipts from the sales of Phelan, 
Biggins and Overson amounted to £135,000, a poor yield compared 
with the £1m aggregate derived from their following moves  Phelan 
would join Manchester United in 1989 for £750,000, while Biggins and 
Overson would command respective fees of £200,000 and £55,000 in 
their subsequent transfers  Meanwhile, Burnley’s average home gate 
continued to plummet: from around 6,600 in 1983/84, and 4,220 in 
1984/85 to 3,203 in 1985/86  

Cavanagh then resigned ‘for medical reasons’ after being admitted 
to hospital for a hip operation  He had hardly endeared himself to 
the sagging Burnley support by habitually sporting a Manchester 
United track suit but as Neil Grewcock made clear in a later interview, 
Cavanagh was adept in getting the best out of average players  
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Cavanagh was quickly replaced by ‘faithful retainer’, Brian Miller 
who was then running a newsagent shop  Martin Dobson had scotched 
rumours of a return to Turf Moor by signing a further three-year 
contract as Bury’s manager 

Miller chose Arthur Bellamy, a trusted former team mate, as his 
assistant  Bellamy recalled: 

‘My former playing mate, Brian Miller, had got me into 
coaching in the late 1970s when Harry Potts was still in 
charge  After I retired from playing for Chesterfield, in 
1978, I had no desire to stay inside the game, taking on 
what became a successful milk round in Burnley before 
turning to a ‘chip shop’ business  Although I turned him 
down at first, Brian eventually persuaded me to combine 
my nightly frying with some daytime coaching of the ‘B’ 
team  After Harry was sacked in the autumn of 1979, Brian 
took the manager’s job with Frank Casper succeeding Brian 
as assistant, and Ray Pointer becoming the reserves coach  
I then replaced Ray as youth team coach  

‘So, I packed in the “chippy”  But it wasn’t long before 
a “bomb went off” with John Bond’s and Benson’s arrival  
They had their own kids’ coaching team led by John Sainty, 
leaving me on the side-lines  And when Tommy Hutchison 
was asked to help with the coaching, I could see the writing 
on the wall  Although Benson offered me an alternative job 
as groundsman at Gawthorpe, the club’s training ground, 
I rejected it at first, but the post came with a house on site  
After I discussed this prospect with my wife, I had a change 
of heart  

‘There was so much turmoil in those years  Bond went 
suddenly, followed a year later by Benson  Buchan then 
came but quickly went  Cavanagh did likewise  It was 
incredible  There was no stability whatsoever  Finally, 
Brian was brought back to steady the ship, having been 
sacked as Burnley’s manager only three years before  Brian 
summoned me to his office, telling me he wanted me to 
become his assistant manager  I dare say that a groundsman 
has never been asked that before  But we knew and trusted 
one another so I thought I’d give it a go  Brian was told 
he could sign three or four new players on free transfers  
In came Leighton James from Newport, then aged 33 
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years, for his third spell with the club  James had spent 
the previous season as player-coach at Somerton Park, 
Newport  Leighton looked after the kids while Brian and 
I ran the show, sharing duties on the tractor to roll the pitch  

‘Leighton James was joined by a former Turf Moor team 
mate, Billy Rodaway, who had been a centre-back in Jimmy 
Adamson’s First Division side of the mid-seventies  Brian 
was also allowed to sign Blackpool’s Scottish midfielder, 
Ian Britton, and Bolton’s striker, Wayne Entwistle, both 
on loan  Joe Gallagher had been medically advised to retire 
from professional football, but following Vince Overson’s 
departure to Birmingham, he was restored to central 
defence, having not played any first team football for 18 
months  We were that desperate! Here, he was partnered 
by new club captain, Ray Deakin, who later doubled as the 
team coach driver  It was a case of all hands to the pump!’

Clive Holt recalls his trepidation then  He said: 

‘One of my biggest worries was the strength of the team  
Before the season started we had arranged a friendly with 
Wigan who had only recently joined the Football League  
The game was an utter disaster  We were thrashed four or 
five-nil  The side was in disarray  There were only eight 
full-time professionals – a bit like Blackpool’s situation a 
year or so ago  There were no reserves, so the numbers were 
made up with trialists  I remember Brian Miller trying to 
allay our concerns at a board meeting  He assured us: “We 
won’t win the League but we will not be in any danger of 
relegation!” He believed his side were capable of at least 
a mid-table position  But we all knew that at the end of 
the coming season, for the first time, the side finishing 
in bottom place would be automatically relegated to the 
Football Conference, and replaced by the Conference 
champions  The days when the bottom club in the Football 
League could apply for re-election were over  I dreaded to 
think that it might be Burnley who would first fall through 
this trap door.’ 
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